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Envelop your musical experience with a floating visualization under the on-screen navigation panel. MUVI is the first app of its kind that displays a music visualizer under your Navbar while you listen to your favorite music from your favorite apps. You don't have a Navbar on your phone? Don't worry, you can still make
the app show Visualizer over your Navigation equipment.MUVIZ not only enhances your music experience, but also enhances your video experience by showing visualizations over your favorite video apps like Youtube, MX Player, etc., your lyrical video collection is no more boring set of scrolling texts. You have the
option to choose from a growing set of stock visualization designs and, it doesn't end up there. You can customize every aspect of the promotion design to suit your needs. The setting includes colors, shapes, size and everything you can imagine. Still not satisfied? Then you have the opportunity to create your own
visualization design with our Creator tool bundled into our app. Cool na! Go ahead and enjoy! Frequently asked questions Why is visualization under the navigation bar hidden when running some apps such as Spotify and Chrome? These apps use their own style of navigation bar, which cannot be override. Use a
visualization position like above Navbar to enjoy Viz over these apps. Why does visualization hide when the keyboard is active? Visualization is intentionally hidden to avoid interference with input. WHAT NEW OPTION to show visualization only on selected apps - Option, to disable the permanent notification - Fixed the
problem when choosing AppsScreenshotsDownloadsMUVI' Navbar Music Visualizer v5.0.5.0 Pro Mod SAP / MirrorOlder VersionMUVI Bar Music Visualizer v5.0.4.3 Pro / MirrorMUVI Navbar Music Visualizer v5.0.4.1 Pro Mirror / One of the daily events that Android device users perform with their smart music playback
devices; The music players available for the Android operating system have a variety of features and features, one of which can be seen as visualizers. Not found on all the players! Using a visualizer while playing music can transform the screen and increase the player's attractiveness several times. With that in mind,
we're going to introduce you to the tool in this post. MUV'I Navbar Music Visualizer Pro Unlocked is a light dance program or, more specifically visualizer developed by Sparkine Labs Studio for Android and released in the Google Play Marketplace.Featuring various features, the program brings you a professional light
dance experience at the bottom of the screen! If you're just playing music and you have a big More than a hundred different light dances are included in the database, each of which is up to you, and you can turn music playback into a unique way. Finally, unlike many such tools, the program does not Root access.
Access to various beautiful visualizersAbility to use visualizers when playing video No need for root-accessEd visualization editing tools are availableSync all edits and information for your Android devicesShare your creative projects with your friendsMUVI' Navbar Music Visualizer Pro v5.0.5.0 ApkMirror LinkWhat's New!
For problem reports, support@sparkine.com- Added new circle Particles Shape ✨ - improving the user interface for better detectability. Muviz Nav Bar Audio Visualizer Pro is a great app for android music lovers. Not a music player like BlackPlayer Music Player EX, Muviz gives you beautiful wave effects. Especially
users can leave the animation anywhere. The software will help make listening to music more dynamic. Not only that, Muviz - Nav Bar Audio Visualizer full also allows you to customize without the need for root machines. Users only need to give the app a few permissions in the settings. You can choose where to place
the bar effects, the type of animation. There are many designs to choose from. A list of the most popular topics by users around the world is also available. This feature will help you spend less time getting to the most appropriate topic. So what is the biggest difference in the PRO (full) version that ApkMobi sends you
compared to the original on PLAY? It is this complete version that has unlocked all the themes for you to apply. Users can also create their own style of animation with the effect store, which has also been completely unlocked. In the original, the software will ask you to pay a fee to make the above. Image Muviz Nav Bar
Audio Visualizer Pro: Too attractive, right? Download muviz Nav Bar Audio Visualist pro for Android free! If you feel good, please share the post and visit apkMobi support! Muviz is the first of its kind app that displays a music visualizer on your phone's navigation bar or status bar while you listen to your favorite music
from your favorite apps. Recommended OnAndroid Body Muviz puts an excellent visualization of music graphic right on your navbarAndroid Police Really neat if you are in this kind of thing PhoneArena Muviz puts cool audio visualization on the navigation bar of your Android phonePhandroidThe Ultimate Music
Visualizer for AndroidXDA Developers Innovative Audiovisualizer that works on almost every Android on devices without navbarDon't screen to have on the Navbar screen on your phone? Don't worry, you can still make the Visualizer show app over your Navbar.Displays visualizer over VideosMuviz not only enhances
your music play, but also enhances your video experience by showing a visualizer over your favorite video apps. Endless Design Catalog - The revamped DailyYou has the option to choose from an endless set of visualizer samples updated daily, and it doesn't end up there. You can add them to your favorite list and
even edit them to fit your needs. Now new forms of Particles and Siri Wave have been added to the store. Is the visualizer creator/ToolStill editor not enough? Then, unleash your design minds to create your own visualizers or modify existing designs with the help of our Built-in Creator Tool.Share your projects You can
share your creations with other users and track their love for your projects. Synchronization between devicesYs can sync all your favorite designs and creations to use it on different devices without getting lost. Supported languagesSpansky (Spanish), German (Germany), Chinese (z⽂), Russian (translated), Portuguese
(Portuguas), French (Francois), Italian (Italian), Tamil (த ), Japanese (⽇本語), Arabic ( ةيبرعلا ), Korean (Korean) 한국어), Turkish (Turke), Malay (Bahasa Melayu), Indonesian (Bahasa Indonesia), Vietnamese (Tiếng Việt), Greek (ελληνικά), Polish (Polish), Swedish (Svenska), Hungarian (Magyar) Face matters? feel
free to post us at support@sparkine.com Cập nhật: Thg11 14, 2019 Yau cầu Android: 5.0 and up Keh thước: 7.65 MB Download for Android previous version of MUVIZ Music Visualizer Pro APK Download LinkMUVI, If you're a music visualizer on the navigation panel shows your phone to listen to your favorite music
from your favorite apps, the first app of its kind. You don't need root. On the navigation bar screen on your phone? Don't worry, you can still navbar Visualizer to show programs on your hardware. MUVIS only improves your music, it also increases your favorite video apps as YouTube shows your video experience on
Visualizer.One version of an infinite number of daily visualizer design updates, and it doesn't end here. You can also edit them to suit your needs. Not complete, though? Then share your design mind with our installation creator tool to create your own visualizer and other users and friends. At runPhone Arena - Muviz
identifies a cool audio-visual navigation bar on your Android phone, Android Police - it's quite clear that you're such a thing-developers - working on innovative audio that almost every Android phoneAndroid Authority - Muviz graphics pure music scene on your navbarPhandroid - Ultimate Music Visualizer Provide access
to Availability - Recognize and apply the switch required to play music. Allows you to record audio - music from other programs is required to make a data visualizer. Why are some of their music visualizer app not responding properly? Whether the app visualizes the apps for the music and video players that offer them.
This makes the occasional change that we were sent from some dummy audio sme famous application. When an app sends bogus data, a warning is displayed. Why not appear on the navbar Visualizer hardware? Please select the Visualizer Visualizer app settings display device with hardware status, navbar, up'. Why
start some programs like Chrome if it is hidden by Visualizer navbar? These programs use a style of bar self-navigation that cannot be override. Using Joy, top navbar 'Visualizer mode apps. Why does a visualizer allow a keyboard when it's hidden? The visualizer intentionally hides an obstacle to avoid writing. When
can't I provide us with Visualizer? This is because the security feature, give permission to Android when overlaying the screen is a public unit. Before you take the music to change the permission to pause for a moment. It took Visualizer to allow us to impose and prevent other applications. In the report, please refer to
protected email access instructions that need to be overworked for a long time.- Improvements and bugs. Unlock Pro features;Disconnected/deleted unwanted permissions - receiver and services; Analytics/disable Crashlytics. MUIS Nawbar Music Visualizer content rating 5.0.2.0 Apk Pro is. This app is evaluated by
users who use this app. To learn more about the company/developer, visit the website of the person who developed it. MUV'I Navbar Music Visualizer 5.0.2.0 Apk pro can be downloaded and installed on 5.0 and above Android devices. Download the app using your favorite browser and click Set to install it. Please note
that we offer both basic and clean APK files and faster download speeds than the music visualist MUVIZ Navbar Music Visualizer 5.0.2.0 Apk pro apk. This APK app has been downloaded times in the store. You can also download the APK MUVIZ Navbar Music Visualizer 5.0.2.0 Apk pro and run it with the popular
Android Pro. Updated to version ! !
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